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0. INTRODUCTION 
All Banach spaces in this paper will be understood to have complex 
scalars. More complete definitions are in Section 1. 
A (complex-valued) bounded analytic function defined on the open unit 
disk has radial limits at almost all boundary points. When bounded 
analytic functions with values in a Banach space are considered, this may 
no longer be true. It depends on the Banach space. A paper of Bukhvalov 
and Danilevich [3] examines this topic. The class of Banach spaces in 
which radial limits must exist is related to, but slightly larger than, the class 
of Banach spaces with the Radon-Nikodym property. The property was 
therefore called the analytic Radon-Nikodym property. 
In connection with their study of complex uniform convexity, Davis, 
Garling and Tomczak [4] defined a class of vector-valued martingales. The 
martingales in question were termed analytic martingales in [ 11. An 
analytic martingale is a sequence (F”)n”, 0 of measurable functions defined 
on Q = [0,2nlN of the form 
F,,(O) = i f,(@, ,..., Ok ,) eiB‘, 
k=l 
where we have written 0 = (@,, @,, e3 ,... ). 
I am interested here in the convergence properties of analytic martingales 
with values in a Banach space. An L’-bounded analytic martingale in a 
space with the Radon-Nikodym property converges, since all L’-bounded 
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martingales converge there [S, Theorem V.2.91. It has been noticed 
[ 1,4, S] that L’-bounded analytic martingales converge in certain other 
spaces, such as L’([O, 11). 
It will be proved here that the Banach spaces in which all L’-bounded 
analytic martingales converge are exactly the spaces with the analytic 
Radon-Nikodym property. The coincidence in terminology makes the 
statement of the theorem seem quite similar to the Ionescu-Tulcea- 
Chatterji theorem (simply omit the word “analytic”). But the proof given 
here involves techniques not used in either the Ionescu-Tulcea proof or the 
Chatterji proof. 
One of the items appearing in the proofs is two-dimensional Brownian 
motion. The use of Brownian motion in the study of boundary behavior of 
harmonic functions is a useful and well-established technique. See [7] for 
background material on Brownian motion and its use in studying boun- 
dary values. 
We will also make use of material on the Radon-Nikodym property 
[2, 51. 
1. DEFINITIONS AND PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a Banach space, and let (Q9, p) be a measure space. We write 
LP(O, 9, p; X) for the set of all Bochner measurable functions II/: Q + X 
such that II@IIU< co, where for 1 <p< co, 
and for p = co, 
11~11 l.== ess sup ll~(~)ll. 
reR 
A bounded linear operator T: L’(Q, 9, p) + X is said to be representable 
iff there is a function Ic/ E Lm(Q, 9, p; X) such that 
for allyE L’(Q, 9, cc). See [S, Chap. III]. 
We will need this fact (see [5]): 
1. PROPOSITION. Let v: L’(Q,, *%tl P(1) -+ L’(Q*, 4, P*) and 
T: L’(Q,, 4, p2) -+ X be bounded linear. If T is representable, so is TV. 
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Proof An operator T: L’(Q, 4t, p) + X is representable if and only if it 
factors through the space I’. (A theorem of Lewis and Stegall; see 
[S, Theorem III.l.S].) But if T factors through I’, then clearly so does 
TV. 1 
Let X be a Banach space. We say that X has the Radon-Nikodym 
property iff every bounded linear operator T: L’( [0,27r]) + X is represen- 
table. 
This is equivalent to the more usual definitions; see [5, Theorem 111.1.51. 
We will write D for the open unit disk 
D= {zEC: IzI < 1). 
Then aD will denote {z E C: IzI = 1 }; this will sometimes be identified with 
the interval [0,2n) by means of the usual correspondence z = e”, f = arg z. 
A function 4: D + X is an&tic iff the composition x* 2 4 is analytic for 
all linear functionals x* E X*. It is known (see [9, Chap. 81) that if 4 is 
analytic in this weak sense, then it is analytic in the stronger sense than the 
limit 
lim 4(z + h) - 4(z) 
h -.O h 
exists in the norm of X, uniformly on compact subsets of D; and that 4 is 
the sum of a power series 
(b(z)= i: a,z”, I4 < 1, 
” - 0 
where a, E X. 
Hardy spaces can be delined as usual. Let 1 <p < z. Then Hp( D; A’) is 
the set of all analytic functions 4: D + X such that 11411 Hp < 3c, where, for 
I<p<,x 
and, for p = co, 
II411 II = sup Mz)ll. 
.ED 
These spaces are complex Banach spaces. 
If J/: [0, 2x1 + X is Bochner integrable, we define its Fourier coefficienrs 
by 
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We write HA= {+~L’([0,2n]):$(n)=O for all n<O}. 
For the Poisson kernel, we write 
P,(f) = 
1 -r2 
1-2rcost+r*’ 
O,<r<l, IE R. 
A useful construction is the Poisson integral: if $ E Lp( [0, 27~); X), its 
Poisson integral is 
r2n 
&reie)=Jo $(t) P,(@-t);. 
If G(n) = 0 for all n < 0, then q5 is analytic, in fact 4 E Hp(D; ,I’), and 
4(z)= i tj(n)z”. 
n=O 
We will write, if z = relH, 
P,(f) = PA@ - I) 
so that the Poisson integral becomes 
r2n 
d(z) = Jo IC/(t)pAr) 2. 
We will occasionally write 1. for normalized Lebesgue measure on JD; say 
i( dt ) = dt/2n. 
2. PROPOSITION ( [3]). Let X be a Banach space, 1 < p < ZI, and let 
q5~ HP(D; X). Then (a) and (b) are eyuiuufenr: 
(a) q5 has radial limits, a. e.; that is, for almost all 8 E [0, 27r], the 
limit 
exists in the norm of X. 
(b) There is + E Lp( [0,2n]; X) such that 
&reie) = lo*” $(f) P,(@ - 1) $ 
for all reie E D. 
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3. PROPOSITION (Dowling [6]). Lel X be a Bannch space. There 
is a one-to-one correspondence between bounded linear operators 
T: L’( [0,2n]) + X that vanish on HA undfunctions 4 E H”(D; X) given by 
42) = T(P,). 
The operator T is representable [by a function I++ E L”( [0,27z]; X)] if and 
only tf the corresponding analytic function $ has boundary values u. e. [and 
lim , . I 4W”) = $(@)I. 
A complex Banach space X is said to have the unalytic Radon-Nikodym 
property iff every function in H”(D; X) has radial limits a. e. 
This definition is known to be equivalent to other assertions. For 
example: 
4. PROPOSITION ( [3,6]). Let X be a complex Bunach space. Then the 
following are equivalent: 
a e (a) f 
or some p, 1 <p < 00, every function in HP(D; X) has radial limits 
. . 
(b) For allp, 1 < p < 3c, every function in HP(D; X) has radial limits 
u. e. 
(c) If T: L’( [O, 2~1) --) X is a bounded linear operator thut vanishes on 
HA, then T is representable. 
Let X be a complex Banach space. An analytic martingale in X is a 
sequence (F,),“_ , of X-valued random variables 
F,: [0,271]~+X 
of the form 
where the functions 
I;: [0,2n]k-‘+X 
are Bochner integrable. (The sample space a = [0,2n] y is understood with 
normalized product Lebesgue measure P = i”.) 
The analytic martingale (F,,) is called L’-bounded iff sup,(JF,,II Lo < cc. It 
is called L”-bounded iff sup,, llF,llL~ < clc;. 
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2. PROOFS 
Let (WA, yo. mj be Brownian motion in R2 = C. It is defined on a 
probability space (Sz, 9, P). Let rk = 1 - 2 ‘, so that rk r I, and define 
stopping times 
rk = inf{ t > 0: 1 W,I 3 rk}, 
5, =inf(r>O: IW,( >, 1). 
So ~~fr, and T,<OO a.s. 
Now if 4: D -+ X is analytic, then (& W,,));= , is a martingale, because of 
the mean-value property of 4. Another way to think of this: W,, is 
uniformly distributed on the circle {r,elH: 0 E [0, 2711); the transition 
function from this circle to the next one for W,, , is given by the Poisson 
kernel 
P ,k*m(Qk + I -Q/i), 
in the sense that if A c [0, 2n3, and W,, = rkelek, then 
PCQ, + I ~4 W,,l= [ P,,+,;rk(@/, +, -8,)%. * .4 
If q5 E H”( D; X) has boundary values Il/(e”) = hm, q+(re”), then 
5. PROPOSITION. Let X be a Banach space, and q5 E H x (D; X). Then C$ 
has radial limits a. e. if and on[v $ the martingale (c$( W,,));-I, converges. 
Prooj: If q5 has radial limits 
$(e”) = lim q5( re”), 
rll 
then 
so that 
#(W,,)= EC44w,x )l.%;,l. 
Such a closed martingale converges. 
Conversely, suppose q4( W,,) converges. Let T: L’( [0,2x]) + X be the 
operator corresponding to q4 as in Proposition 3. Write 
G = lim q4( W,,), 
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and consider i? L’(O, 9, P) -+ X defined by 
Clearly T is representable. The linear operator V: L’([O, 2~3, i) + 
L’(Q, 9, P) defined by 
(V/-)(w) =.f( W,,(w)) 
is an isometric embedding, since W,< is uniformly distributed on the circle 
dD (identified with [0, 2n3). 
I claim that TV = T. To see this, fix z = re’* E D. For large k, WC have 
r<rk. Also W,,-+ W,, a.s., so arg W,, + arg W,, a. s. (taken modulo 2n). 
and hence 
P,,,,(Q - arg W:,) 4 P,(Q - arg W,, ) as., 
so that 
Pr:,,(@ - arg W,,) q5( W,;) + Pr(Q - arg W:, ) G as. 
This is uniformly bounded. so by Lebesgue’s dominated convergence 
theorem, we have 
FV(p,)=E[P,(Q-arg W,,)G] 
= ,‘im, ECP,,.,(Q - arg W,, 1. d( W,, )I 
r2n 
= lim 
k - 7 J ,) 
P,.,,(Q - f) d(rke”) 2 = #(ret9 
Thus ?‘V(p,) = q+(z) for all ZE D, so TV= T. By Proposition 1, T is also 
representable, so q5 has radial limits a.e. by Proposition 3. 1 
6. PROPOSITION. Let X he u Bunach space, 4 analytic in a neighborhood 
of D with values in X, c > 0, z0 E D. Then there is an analytic martingale 
( Fk); = ,, and a random uariahle H such that: 
(a) H is distributed on 2D wtith density p:,,, 
(b) Fo = dzo) 
(cl JWF,,-~W)I~‘~ ~1;. 
Proof. Since q5 is continuously differentiable in a neighborhood of B, we 
know that 4 satisfies a Lipschitz condition on D. There is M < 00 with 
II&z,) - dz,)ll < Mlz, - =?I. 
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Choose E’ > 0 so that 
E 
“<8(1 +A!)” 
The direct sum X0@ will be given the norm 11(x, ).)I] = max( I/xl], In]) for 
convenience. We define two subsets of X0@: 
A= {(x,J)eXQC: Ii.1 < l}, 
B= {(#(e”), ~8’): ZE [0, 2x]}. 
The function uO: A + [0, x ) defined by 
u,(x, i) = dist( (x, i.), B) 
is continuous. Recursively define u,: 
r2n 
24, + ,(x, i.) = inf 1 
‘0 
u,,(x + Px’, i. + e’“2’) g, 
where the inlinum is over all (x’, A’) for which everything remains in A, 
that is 11’1 < 1 - 11.1. Now the arguments in [8] show: (1) the sequence U, 
decreases to a limit, say U, which is plurisubharmonic on A. (In fact, u is 
the largest plurisubharmonic function on A such that u <u,.) (2) u,, can 
also be obtained as 
4(x, i)=infE[u,,(Y,)l, 
where the infinum is over all analytic martingales ( Yk); = o with values in A 
and Y, = (x, i). 
Now, what can we say about u(d(z,), z,)? Since u is plurisubharmonic, 
and 4 is analytic, the function z’ -+ u(#(z), z) is subharmonic, so 
u(& re”), re”) P,J t - 0,) $ 
I 
2n 
< lim 
rll 0 
uo(l(re”),re”)P,,,o(r-80)-$=0. 
Therefore, there exists n such that 
U,($(Z”), 20) < E’. 
Thus, there exists an analytic martingale (Y,);-, in A with Y. = (&z,), zO) 
but 
E[u,( Y”)] < E’. 
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We consider separately the components of Y,,: 
Y, = F,, + G,, 
F, E A’, G, E 43. Both (F,) and (G,) are analytic martingales. We have 
E[dist F,, b(dD))] cd, 
E[dist( G,, JD)] < E’. 
Fn = 4hh 
Go = z”. 
Now we begin Brownian motion at G,, and stop when it reaches dD. 
This will be the random variable H. 
To estimate E[ IH - G,I ‘1, proceed as follows. The conditional density of 
H given G, = re’” is P,(O - r). So, conditioned on G, = re’“, we have 
= 
I 
“(1 -r*)g= 1 -r’. 
n 
Integrating, we get 
E[(H-G,J*]=E[l-IG,~*]d2E[[l-G,JJ<2c’. 
So by the choice of c’, we have 
EC14(W-4(G,)121 G ~*~CIH-G’,121 
Now we also have 
E[dist( Y,, B)] <E’. 
If dist((x, A), B) < 6, there is I so that I/(x, 1.) -(&e”), e”)ll ~6, so 
IIx - #(e”)ll < 6, II - ei’l < 6, and hence IIx - &i)II < [Ix - &e”)ll + 
Il#(e”) - &A)11 < 6 + M6. Therefore 
E[ IIF, - ~(G,)li*l d (1 + MI* ECdW Y,, WI 
<(I +M)*d<;. 
So, finally, [ IIF, - 4tWll ‘I < c. I 
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7. COROLLARY. LRt X be a Banach space, 4 E H”(l); X), and E > 0. 
There exists an analytic martingale (F,,),“,, with F, = 0, and integers 
n, <n,< ... so thaf ~CIIFn,-4(~r,)I121 <E. 
Proof: The increments are chosen recursively, using the previous 
Proposition. (F,);l= , chosen so that E[ IIF,, - #( W,,)ll 2] < +. Then, con- 
ditioned on $( W,,), choose (F,, - F,,);l,., + , so that E[ IIF,, - F,,, - 
#( W,,) -$( W,,)112] <s/4. Continue in this way. 1 
8. THEOREM. Let X be a Banach space. Supose all L’-bounded analytic 
martingales in X converge. Then A’ has the analytic Radon-Nikodym 
property. 
Proof: Let 4 E H”,(L); X). Fix E > 0. Choose the analytic martingale (F,,) 
as above, so that E[ IIF,, - #( W,,)l12] <E for all k. Since E[ II F,J] d 
supk I@( Wrr)ll”l. + F:‘.‘2, the analytic martingale is L’-bounded. Therefore 
(F,,) converges. So, for large k, k’ we have E[ II& W,,) - #( W,,.)ll] < 2.5. 
This holds for all E, so (#( W,,))F= r converges. Thus 4 has radial limits. 1 
9. THEOREM. Let X be a complex Banach space. Suppose X has the 
analytic Radon-Nikodym property. Then L’-bounded analytic martingales in 
X converge a..~. 
ProoJ We first note the connection between radial limits and con- 
vergence of Fourier series. Suppose (a,,) is a bounded sequence in X and 
d(z) = C,“= D a,zn belongs to H’(L); X). [Even if 4 has radial limits, the 
series 
f a,e’“’ 
n=O 
need not converge a.e. So we need to do a bit more.] Suppose that u, = 0 
except for n in disjoint intervals I, = [u,, ok] (k = 1, 2,...) where the gaps 
(ok, uk + , ) grow very rapidly. (How rapidly will be specified below.) If 4 
has radial limits, then 
lim C a,e’“’ 
k - cm n = o 
converges as. Given k, choose rk < 1 such that 
then choose uk +, such that 
et’ -<2 k. 
1 -rk 
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[This specifies how to make the gaps large enough.] Then 
r;: 
n = a f I 1 
1 , 
which approaches zero as k 4 ,cc. 
Now we turn to the situation at hand. Let (F,,),“=, be an L’-bounded 
analytic martingale in X, 
F,(a) = c fk(ti,, 0, ,..., ek ,) e’“‘. k=l 
Consider first the case where each fk is a finite trigonometric polynomial. 
Say fkt@l- @k I ) is a linear combination of 
e~l/l~l + +/k-l& I) 
where - M, < j, d M, ,..., - Mk < jk _, < M,. Choose integers a, increasing 
rapidly. They should increase so rapidly that if 
u,,=M,(a,+ ... +a,,-,) 
u n+ I = a, - M,(a, + . . . + a,, , ), 
then the “gaps” (o,, u,, , ) grow rapidly in the sense specified above. 
Now for QE [0, 2nlN and CE [0,2n], consider 
G,(B, i)=F,(@, +a,[, 82+a,i ,... ). 
For fixed 4’, the map (additions modulo 2n) 
is measure-preserving on [0, 2n]“, so (G,(O, i));;=, has the same 
O-distribution as (G,(Q, 0))= (F,,(O)). In particular, (G,(O, i)) has the 
same L’-bound as (F,): 
On the other hand, for fixed 8 consider G,(O, c) as a function of [. By the 
choice of the a,s, the G,(O, [) are among the partial sums of a series 
C a,( 0) em; 
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with large gaps. Now 
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max 
s 
IlG,,(O, [)[I i.(dc) 2 lim 
n 
(as in the “gap” argument above), so this series is in H’(D; X). By the 
analytic Radon-Nikodym property, we conclude that G,(O, [) converges 
for almost all i. Thus 
{ (0, ()E [0,2n]” x [0,2n]: G,(O, [) converges} 
has measure 1. So by Fubini’s theorem, for almost all i, (G,(O, [)) 
converges a.s. 0. But the O-distribution is independent of [, so (G,(O, 0)) 
converges a.s.; that is, (F,,(O)) converges as. 
Now consider the general analytic martingale 
F,,(O)= i fk(@ ,,..., Qk ,)e'@". 
k=l 
Choose finite trigonometric polynomials f, such that 
Il./i -.I,ll I.’ < 2 -n. 
Then by the Borel-Cantelli lemma 
1 
0: ~fke'@'converges 
I 
is equal as. to 
i 
0: C fkeloh converges }. 
Now if the preceding case is applied, we will get the conclusion 
required. 1 
3. ADDITIONAL REMARKS 
An analytic martingale in the wide sense has the form 
allowing all positive multiples of the last angle. The proofs given above 
show that convergence of L’-bounded analytic martingales in the wide 
sense is also equivalent to the analytic Radon-Nikodym property. 
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A still more general class of martingales was discussed in [8], called the 
PSH(X)-martingales. I do not know whether the analytic Radon-Nikodym 
property implies their convergence; it seems likely. 
Combining the result of this paper with Theorem 2.4 of [S], we see that 
a Banach space whose norm is uniformly plurisubharmonic has the 
analytic Radon-Nikodym property. This could also be proved more 
directly. 
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